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Kernewek Lowender Success
Once again the Copper Coast created
an interesting and entertaining
Kernewek Lowender. Our events at
Moonta on Friday were very well attended by a mixed crowd of locals and
tourists. Everyone was in a holiday
mood and cheered the parade as it
made its way down George Street.
Most of the paraders wore period costumes or other colourful outfits, with
many children and families taking part.
Several bands added oomph to the pro- What’s On Moonta website. Click on the
cession.
Gallery tab to see them.
The maypole dancing and furry dance
topped the day. Spectators admired the
skills of the dancers as they worked
their way through the intricate steps,
especially when the music deteriorated.
A record sixty eight stalls were set
around the huge trees in Queen Square,
with much to choose from. The array of
used tools at one local stall kept shoppers intrigued.
The Kernewek Lowender was officially
opened between some great music provided by talented individuals, the Kadina
Wallaroo Moonta Band and the SA Police Band.
The relaxed and happy atmosphere of
the day was the result of hundreds of
hours of work by enthusiastic and well
organised volunteers, and perfect
weather. Most everyone had their cameras catching the magical moments.
There are some artistic photos on our

Moonta Progress is in need of some
fresh younger members. The committee
works well together, and gets many
things done in the community, but several members are heading well past 70,
and are no longer able to climb up ladders, move large objects or even type
like they used to. New members with
modern ideas, optimistic outlooks and
uncreaking bones are vital if our community and events are to continue to
progress. Several members are ready to
step back from first hand committee
roles and are willing to come along and
help out when needed. Check out our
website and Facebook pages if you’d
like to know more about Progress, or
talk to committee members, who may
well be your great aunts and uncles.
New members are needed for the current committee, and more will be needed at the AGM in September.
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The Copper Triangle Writers couragement received from other writGroup meets in the Moonta Communi- ers is a great help to any aspiring auty Library Conference Room on the first
Tuesday of the month at 10:00. New
members most welcome. Here are two
member’s bios.

thor.

Developing Victoria Park

The trusty band of volunteers have
My name is Carolyn Blute and I have worked every Tuesday morning in the
Park, and we have a lovely area to walk
been a member of the Copper Triangle
Writer’s Group for 5 years.
and explore, thanks to their efforts.
I have always been interested in words
and stories since I was a small child.
Before I could read my Granny used to
read me “Wind In The Willows.” Because we lived in the country I didn’t
begin my education until a governess
was employed when I was 8 years old. I
learned to read and write with her help.
I loved the “Billabong Books.” I used to
enjoy doing the compositions the governess set me and if the topic were free
choice it would be sure to be about animals or aeroplanes.

The Copper Coast Council has been
helpful, installing signage reminding users that they are welcome to walk and
ride their pedal bikes, but not motor
cycles or vehicles. The pond has been
cleaned out and the Friends group have
removed countless weeds ready to replant with wetland species. Council also
removed truckloads of rubbish where
the Friends reshaped several huge Aleppo pine trees that had fallen over during
When I eventually went to school we did the dry summer.
Modern and Ancient History and were
The group have spent their May mornexpected to read six classics in our
ings replanting key entry areas and the
“spare time.” I loved writing essays
about my personal experiences but with top pathway with species that managed
a vivid imagination that gave the anito survive the last two years. The last
mals in my stories voices.
of the planting will be done by the
When my husband and I moved to
Scouts in June.
Moonta from Adelaide 10 years ago I
Walking around the park is especially
loved the atmosphere of the place and
pleasant at the moment because the
the friendliness of the people. I was
looking for things to do that I enjoyed
main pathways have been reworked by
and when I heard about the Writers
Newtown Bobcats. They smoothed the
Group I thought that sounds like fun.
paths and constructed swales along the
One of the best things about the group paths to divert the water and reduce
is the way everyone is accepted and no erosion. Nature is also doing its best one feels inferior. We are free to be our the moss is regrowing, softening the
true selves and are never made to feel
whole area and giving tiny plants someinadequate.
where to flourish in spring. Everyone is
It gives me a sense of pride when some welcome to come to the group walks
of my work is read on Roger Norriswhich are held on the third Sunday
Green’s Radio program on Gulf FM.
morning of each month.
If you feel you would like some wonderful companionship, morale boosting in
your writing and as a person, come and
join us.
Community Activity Centre
My name is Alan C Hughes, and I
have been a member of the Copper Triangle Writers Group since its inception.
During my time in the group I have
served as President and Vice-president.
Being a member of the group has encouraged me immensely, encouraging
me to publish a science fiction novel
titled BODY SWAP, as well as three
poetry books. The fellowship and en-

Now offering flat pack assembly
Nominal fee
please call
08 8825 1107
Tuesdays 9 – 12 noon
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Moonta Weight Watchers
We have moved to Moonta RSL
Hall in George Street and meet
every Monday from 12noon.
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tralia biggest BBQ fund raiser to
aid Cancer Research.
Copper Coast Art Group

We have lots of healthy food ideas to help you lose weight, guest
speakers and social activities.
We also raise money for local organizations like our ambulance
service, Heartbeat, Flying doctors
and others.
So come along, loose weight,
and make new friends. Joining
and weekly fees are low.
Maureen 0407606050
Bev 0439180411

The Copper Coast Art Group
(formerly the NYP Art Group)
meets each Tuesday between 10
am and 1.30 pm at its gallery behind the Moonta Uniting Church,
Robert Street, Moonta. The public is welcome to visit during that
time, to view the art works, talk
with members and share a cuppa.

Our trial of Tuesday evening art
sessions was successful enough
MOONTA LIONS
to warrant continuing into winter.
Moonta lions are looking to install Sessions run from 7 -9 pm –
a Basketball ring at Polgreen
please bring your own equipPark .
ment. Coffee/tea is available.
A project at Queen Square to ei- Art Group members were well
ther clean out the pond and re- represented in the Kernewek
paint it or to relocate it entirely Lowender Art Exhibition, with
is under review .
two members having their works
The shade umbrellas that were
situated at Splash Town were
badly damaged by winds and
were removed for repair . If a
trial repair is successful then it is
hoped to repair and reinstall
them all in readiness for next
summer.

awarded prizes.
During August the Art Group will
host SALA (South Australian Living Artists) exhibitions in both
the Moonta Gallery of the Arts
and the Ascot Gallery (Kadina).

On May 23rd, in conjunction with
the Uniting Church Craft and
A number of Lions acted as Traf- Cuppa Group the Art Group hostfic Marshalls at the recent
ed a Biggest Morning Tea, raising
Kernewek Street parade and
$356.45 for cancer research. A
Cavalcade of cars . The whole
big thank you to members of the
Kernewek event was a great suc- public who attended and contribcess and well done to the Organ- uted to our fundraising total.
isers and to all those that volunAnyone interested to know more
teered to help .
about the group should ring the
We have donated $6369 To nu- President, Peter Aitchison on
merous causes this financial year 0457 158 094
Including $500 to the Lions Hearing Dogs and $500 to Lions Aus-
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Do you need the NBN?As a retiree with wide experience in computers and technology I have decided to contribute articles of
technical chitchat to this newsletter. They represent my own opinion and you might find them useful.
I am interested by the number of
seniors who, wither through lack
of understanding or a lack of information, waste large sums of
money on internet services that
they don’t really need or use. If
you are someone who uses their
smart television to binge on IView,
who uses Netflix or Stan to download movies and documentaries,
or plays a lot of online computer
games, then you certainly need a
good internet connection which
provides speedy access to lots of
data such as hat provided though
ADSL or the NBN.
If, however, you are one of the
apparently majority of seniors
(certainly amongst my friends)
who just uses the internet for a
few google searches, the odd
Youtube clip, a bit of online shopping and (of course) email, then
you don’t need expensive internet
access and could save yourself
quite a lot of money annually
without losing any facilities.
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vices (co computers and Smart
TV) to the internet. Most smart
phones have a facility called
‘hotspot’ which means that your
mobile phone can also act a router
and allow your devices to connect
to the internet through your
phone, The hotspot can be
switched on and off to save your
phone battery and to avoid accidental date usage, and is switched
on only when you want access to
the internet.
So, what about the data? The
NBN provides you with a vast
amount of data but, at a cost. If
you are using the internet for just
the basics (i.e. no gaming or
streaming TV or movies) then you
need as little as 2 or 3 gigabytes
per month (or less!).
The phone plan that I am on has
no lock in contracts, is paid
monthly, and allows me to choose
the amount of data that I want for
the month from $10 for 3Gb up to
$40 for 30Gb of data.

Any data which is unused at the
end of the month ‘rolls over and
can be used in the following
month. I can therefore adjust my
monthly payments to suit my data
needs. The plan also includes unlimited texts and phone calls within Australia and 100 minutes of
Most NBN plans appear to start at calls to overseas numbers.
about $60 per month and often
The service makes use of Telstra’s
include setup charges so that at
4G backbone (poles and wires)
the very least you are slugged
$800 per year, often a great deal and is more than fast enough for
me with good coverage wherever
more. You may also be locked in
I go. The only downside is that I
to contracts making the longer
don’t have a landline and they are
term proposition even dearer.
being used less and less anyway.
So, what’s the catch? There isn’t
So, instead of the NBN you might
one. If you use the internet like
me, you could be paying no more like to consider the hotspot on
your smartphone, You will have
than $30 per month by using a
issues if your smartphone is
smartphone (iPhone or Android,
locked (into only one provider) or
Apple or Samsung for example)
doesn’t have a hotspot facility, but
which you probably already posthat isn’t all that likely.
sess to connect to the internet,
coupled with a suitably cheap data
I’m not selling anything, just tryplan.
ing to be of service. If I can be of
When you connect to the NBN you any help or you would like further
are supplied with a device called a information contact me at
sw.moontaprogress.gmail.com
‘router’ which connects your de-
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Friends of Victoria Park

Walks in the Park
Every 3rd Sunday

The S.A. Country Women’s Association Inc. Moonta Branch
is “on the way up”

9:30 - 10:30am

Tuesday 10am—2 pm

Meet on Milne Tce

Thursday 1st & 3rd nights 7pm—
10pm

Henry St entry

All Welcome
After the walk go for a cuppa if
you wish
Ring Lib Bartholomeusz
0419994649 for more details
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Moonta
Passenger
Service


Offering 24/7 service



Accept all major credit cards &
cabcharge

In Moonta Town Hall Supper
Room



Accept SATSS vouchers



Reliable, convenient & efficient

So if you enjoy good company
and making things ring Sheila on
0408 115 913



Modern, clean cars



Honesty & integrity



Locally owned, operated and
fully accredited

Phone Tim to make your booking on

SALA August 2019
The Copper Coast Art Group
invite artists to submit worls
for SALA at both the Ascot
Kadina and Moonta Gallery
with the theme “The Artist and
the Brush”.
Have works at Ascot, Graves
St Kadina by 25th July and
works to Moonta Gallery,
George St Moonta by 28th July.
Works must be suitably fitted
with larger D Rings 10—15
cms from the top of the frame.

Please ensure works are identifiable with artist information
on the back and accompanied
Gallery Celebrates Ten Years by a docket with artist’s name,
For the tenth anniversary we are contact, name of work, mediinviting artists to bring in works um and price.
for hanging by 26th June. There Enquiries:
is no theme - just any works you
moontagalleryart@internode.on.net
would like to show.
Address and hours as above.

0447 528 000
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MOONTA & DISTRICT PROGRESS ASSOCIATION

Progress Association Inc

BUSINESS PARTNERS

Correspondence to:

The Secretary
PO Box 36
Moonta 5558
Email
info@moontaprogress.org.au
Find us on FACEBOOK

MOONTA COMMUNITY
ACTIVITY CENTRE
aka MEN’S SHED
Military Road
Moonta
Tuesdays 9:00
‘til lunch
Wednesdays by arrangement
Ring on Tuesday mornings on
8825 1107 or
cacmoonta@gmail.com

Friends of Victoria
Park
Working Bee
Every Tuesday morning
9.30 - 11.00

Ring Lib Bartholomeusz
0419994649 for more info

We welcome new business
partners for inclusion on this
page. Please contact info@moontaprogress.org.au
for further information

The Progress Association is proud to be associated with the following local businesses and would like to acknowledge and thank them for their sponsorship on
behalf of the local community.
Advanced Physio & Pilates Studio
21 Ellen St
8825 2862
Amanda’s Gifts & Crystals
4 George St Moonta
8825 1179
Ashlee May Beauty
24 George St Moonta
0437450556
Bank SA Moonta
42 George St Moonta
8825 2445
Bayview Cafe
167 Bay Rd Moonta Bay
8825 3399
Boudica Moontera`
George St Moonta
8825 2169
BP Service Station
1 Blanche Tce Moonta
8825 2449
Buildlogix
Muddy Lane Moonta
88253888
Cafe Capella's
53 George St Moonta
8825 1081
Cafe Moonta
6 George St Moonta
8825 2115
Main Street Takeaway
33 George St Moonta
8825 1009
Century 21 Real Estate
20 George St Moonta
8825 2555
Coast to Coast Homes
57 George St Moonta
8825 2481
Copper City Signs
8825 2824
Copper Coast Marine & Tackle
10 George St Moonta
8825 3400
Copper Coast Mini Skips
Hills Rd Moonta
0418859371
Copper Coast Meats
56 George St
8825 2041
Cornwall Hotel
20 Ryan St Moonta
8825 2304
Country Living Homes
18 Ellen St Moonta
8825 2655
Drakes Moonta Foodland
George St Moonta
8825 4000
Ford McCarthy & Associates
6 Ellen St Moonta
8825 2080
Gift Affaire
22 George St Moonta
8825 1001
Goerecke Memorials
6 Blanche Tce Moonta
8825 2117
Hair Bitz by Wendy
57a George St Moonta
8825 3001
Ink or Swim Tattoo
38 George St Moonta
8825 3366
Knot Just Hair
24 George St Moonta
8812 6766
Marshall’s Mens & Boys Wear
29 George St Moonta
8825 2096
Moonta Antiques & Second Hand
41 George St Moonta
8825 2705
Moonta Building & Landscape Supplies
Military Rd Moonta
8825 2333
Moonta Chinese Restaurant & Takeaway
67 George St Moonta
8825 3788
Mob
0468 359 042
Moonta Cycles & Sports
49 George St Moonta
8825 3222
Moonta Dental
7 Majors Rd Moonta
8825 1116
Moonta Engineering & Triad
Transport
45 Muddy Lane Moonta
8825 2856
Moonta Hardware & Salvage
Cnr George & Ellen Sts Moonta
8825 2866
Moonta Home Furnishings
15 Quintrell St Moonta Bay
8825 3040
Moonta Hotel
1 George St Moonta
8825 2209
Moonta Newsagency
31 George St Moonta
8825 2515

Moonta Passenger Service
Moonta Post Office
18 Ryan St Moonta
Moonta Self Storage
18 Crutchett Rd Moonta
Newbery Chemists
8 George St Moonta
Mum’s Bistro
Cornwall Hotel
20 Ryan St
Nook & Nourish
24 Ellen St Moonta
NYP Cleaning Service

0447 528 000
8825 2020
042825 3649
8825 0063
8825 3399
0417808512

OPTOM all vision care
52 George St Moonta
8825 2104
Pete’s Riverland Fresh & Dried
Fruit
22 Ellen St Moonta
043350370
Pier 22
196 Bay Rd Moonta Bay
8825 2473
Podiatry Central
George St Moonta
8825 2855
Port Hughes Bobcat & Excavator Hire
8825 1642
Port Hughes General Store
Foreshore Port Hughes
8825 2197
Port Hughes Tavern
Minnie Tce Port Hughes
8825 2640
Redwing Farmstay
226 Pipeline Rd, Weetulta
0408252128
Royal Hotel
2 Ryan St Moonta
8825 2108
Shippy’s Hardware
9 Ryan St Moonta
88252867
Simply Bargains
53 George St Moonta
South Australian Country Women’s Association Inc
Moonta Branch
0408 115 913
S R & C H Boakes Auto
30 Hills Rd Moonta
8825 3211
Spiderman YP/MN
8825 1372
Statewide Cinema
Town Hall
George St Moonta
0427503286
Stonewall Cottage Cross Roads
Holiday Accommodation
0407 873 177
223 Kadina Road
Stylish Bird Boutique
57 A George St Moonta
8825 3093
Taste the Yorke
52A George St Moonta
8825 3121
Trade Link Plumbing Supplies
27 Muddy Lane Moonta
8825 3277
The Coffee Barn Gelataria
Cnr Warren & Maitland Rd Moonta
8825 2315
The Cornish Kitchen
10- 12 Ellen St Moonta
8825 3030
The Miners Couch
59B George St Moonta
8825 1222
Wardle’s Garbage Contractors
20 Hills Rd Moonta
88253341
Yorke Paving
43 Crutchett Rd Moonta
0417843226
YP Chiropractic
Terrence Brown
5-7 George St Moonta
8825 1065
F88251086

